
Bio 

Tiffany Alexandria is an emerging artist originally from the Chicago suburbs who is 

currently based in Los Angeles. Although she is an academically trained artist with a 

degree in Studio Art and design, Alexandria has been praised for embracing her 

unacademic artistic expression by her art professors and colleagues.  Unconventional 

drawing techniques with conceptual rigor undergird the basis of her artwork. 

Alexandria earned her degree in Studio Art and Design at Los Angeles Valley College. 

When Alexandria moved to Los Angeles in 2012, she had been developing her artistic 

craft while maintaining a 10-year career in massage therapy, now of which she no 

longer practices pursuing her true passion in the arts.  

In 2018 Alexandria won an award from Southwestern Law School, which holds a 

prestigious citywide art competition in LA, celebrating Mayor Tom Bradley and his 

unprecedented accomplishments in Los Angeles. Alexandria recognized Mayor Tom 

Bradley’s Low-Income Housing Project in her work. Alexandria emphasizes the 

importance of implementation of the LIHP in Los Angeles and the importance of 

protecting single parent families.  

Alexandria’s art is recognized internationally on multiple emerging artist platforms. A   

portrait she drew of Stephan Colbert was picked to be featured on The Late Show with 

Stephan Colbert in 2019. Additionally, a portrait she drew of Bernie Sander’s was sold 

in prints and posters citywide during the Bernie Sander’s 2016 presidential campaign 

to raise money. The same year her portrait of Bernie sold to a private collector and 

then was officially signed over to the Sander’s Campaign in 2020.  

Alexandria also likes to communicate her vision through children’s books. Alexandria 

is a self-published children’s book author. She wrote, illustrated and self-published 

her first children’s book in 2016 titled, Barbra and Benny Love-bot Save Robotopia. 

She was inspired to write a children’s story that could colorfully and poetically speak 

to children in a philosophical way. Her goal with her children's book is to explain the 

fundamentals of life, and the importance of persistence in the face of setbacks in order 

to succeed in life. 

Alexandria maintains her artistic practice out of her studio in Los Angeles where she 

sells her work to private clients. Alexandria actively maintains her craft while pursuing 

her education.  

 


